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Abstract: We discuss various means for using high energy neutrino astronomy
to directly test for rp existence of cosmic antimatter on a significant
cosmological scale. 'X:,r, best future hope for such a test may lie in
studies of the ultrahigh energy diffuse neutrino background using acoustic
detectors, particularly if high mass Glashow resonances exist . Yo nt
source studies are also discussed.
I. Why Look for Cosmic Antimatter with DUMAND'j
In a previous paper  we have argued the plausibility of expecting a
domain structure of baryon and antibaryon excesses to emerge from the
early evolution of the big-bang from spontaneous symmetry breaking at
the CUT (grand unified theory) l.ael when horizon effects are taken into
account. Fur^Llher work 2 ' 3 has been encouraging., and we feel that a
domain type baryon symmetric cosmology provides at least a viable
alternative theory to the present orthodox picture where antimatter is
assumed to be absent on the macroscopic and astronomical scales.
We therefore feel that one should seriously consider the possibility
that we live in a universe where roughly half of the distant galaxies
which we see may consist- of antimatter. Evidence for such a structure
has been give J,4-6 which we consider to be highly suggestive, but
definitive tests remain to be explored. In this regard, we consider
that neutrino astronomy is likely to play a key role in the future. This
conclusion stems from the basic fact that the photon is its own antiparticle
whereas the neutrino is not. Thus, at all wavelengths of the electromagnetic
spectrum galaxies-and antigalaxies look alike, but such is not the case
when one looks with "neutrino telescopes."7
The basic physics argument regarding the question of a baryon symmetric
versus an asymmetric cosmology hinges on the manner in which CP violation is
incorporated into unified gauge theories (and into nature) . If the CP
violation is spontaneous, it will arise with random sign c:4anges in
caR=sally independent regions 2,3 and the universe will naturally split into
domain; of baryon and antibaryon excesses with no preferred direction of
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CP symmetry nonconservation. Aside from philosophical and aesthetic
considerations, other motivations for considering that CP violation
occurs spontaneously have come from problems involving fundamental gauge
theory itself.8
The basic scenario envisioned for a viable baryon symmetric
cosmology is then outlined in Figure 1. This scenario has profound
implications for much of astrophysics including the problems of helium
synthesis, galaxy formation 5,10 and a..Viable explanation of the cosmic
Y-ray background radiation 4,5 as shown in Figure 2. Thus,results of a
significant neutrino search for cosmic antimatter would have profound
implications for our understanding of the large scale evolution and
structure of the universe.
II. Looking for an Antimatter Sigoature in the Diffuse Cosmic
Neutrino Background
In order to discuss the possibility of looking for an antimatter
signature in the diffuse cosmic neutrino background, we will draw heavily
on calculations of diffuse cosmic neutrino fluxes reported previously. 11
A production mechanism of particular importance in this context because of
its large inherent charge asymmetry involves the photoproduetion of
charged pions by ultrahigh energy cosmic rays interacting with the
universal 3K blackbody background radiation12 . The most significant
reactions are
p+'Y-}n +7T 	(1)
g+Y-rn +7r
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which occurs in the astrophysical context principally through the resonance
channels
p+Y4,A+
(2)
p+Y -► A
because of the steepness of the ultrahigh energy cosmic ray spectrum.13
The principal charged pion decay modes are, of course
+p++vuL e + v + v	 (3)
p e
7T	 '+vu
(4)L e +v +v
P	 e
The four leptons resulting from pion decay split the pion rest energy
almost equally and there is no asymmetry in v u versus vu production.
However, the r+ decays produce ve 's whereas the 7r- decays produce ve 's .
Thus, if one can distinguish ve 's and v 's in one's detector, in principle
the diffuse neutrino background can tell us the ratio of ultrahigh energy
protons to antiprotons in the universe. (The universe is transparent to
ve 's and ve's coming from all observable distances.) It has been pointed
out that there is a significant and potentiallyuseful way of distinguishing
ve 's from ves, namely through their interactions with electrons. 14
The ve 's have an enhanced cross section through formation of weak
intermediate vector bosons such as the W-,
ve + e --,-W	 ,	 (5)
the Glashow resonance effect. 15 For electrons at rest in the observer's
system, the resonance occurs for-cosmic ve 's energy
E  
= MW/2me = 6.3 x 103 TeV	 (6)
r^
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for MW = 80 GeV corresponding to sin 26W =0.23 .
For our purposes here, we will not restrict ourselves to this W -
above, but we will also entertain the possibility of higher mass
intermediate vector bosons, B- (see Brown and Stecker, these proceedings)
v
e + e + B	 (7)
and resonance energies
EB V'me > EW	 (8)
The cosmic and atmospheric fluxes for V e 's , based on the
calculations in Reference 11, are: shown in Fig. 3. Assuming that there
is no significant enhancement in the flux from production at high
redshifts, the integral ve spectrum from vP interactions is expected
to be roughly constant at 10-j", to 10-17 ve 's cm-  sr-1 up to an energy
of "v 2 x 107 TeV (2 x 1019 eV) above which it is expected to drop steeply.
Fig. 3 shows the estimated upper limit (VL) and lower limit (LL). It is
expected that the largest competing background flux of v e 's will be
prompt ve 's from the decay of atmospherically produced charmed mesons.
The estimated upper and lower limits for this flux are also shown in Fig. 3
and the position of the W- resonance is indicated by an arrow.. It
can be seen that a cosmic v  signal may be heavily contaminated by
prompt atmospheric v e 's at the resonance energy EW . The cosmic flux is
expected to dominate the higher energies so that the existence of higher
mass bosons B may be critical to any proposed test for cosmic antimatter
using diffuse fluxes. In the following discussion, we will assume that
such bosons exist. (It may be possible to test for their existence
independently using DUMAND (see Brown and Stecker, these proceedings)
or future colliding beam accelerators.)
J .& dE	 1 JQ ds
R = AEWW	 M- W = 24
AE
Wa dE <a m
r^
s
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The total cross section
r rp
ct(v e-0- B_ -► all) - 247r(9)
e	 ( s—,F 4. 1$2MB2
where r ii5 the `;bt width.,  rY, the width for a leptonic channel
and s is the square ok the center-of -mass energy of the vee system.
The integrated cross section is
r
ores cis	 241r2 MB
	
(10)
Assuming three generations of quarks and leptons, r = 12 r R . QCD
corrections give a more exact relation
r = 9 r, (1 + s 1+3 r^ = 12.43 r^	 (11)
For the W resonance
G
r^ F 61T0.226 GeV
,72—
and 
f 
aWds - 2.58 x 10-28an2 GeV2
	(12)
VUN
The background event rate per electron (and nucleon) from a
integrated over the width of the resonance energy
r
(13)dEw MW - 
e
provides the "noise" over which the resonance " signal" must be seen.
The "signal /noise" ratio is then
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x
s
For the generalized Glashow resonance B -
 where 2 ° K I 2 K 1110
we find (see Brown and Stecker, these proceedings)
R 3.6 x 103
k.
The event rate expected for V  induced B events is quite low
using the "conservative" estimates for the v  flux shown in Figures 3. For
example, with
IRY s 10-26- cm-2 s-1 sr-1 GeV-1
e
and with T/2
6$dE 2m
	
6Bds = 3 x 10 24 , cm2 GeV	 (16)
e
-r/2
(where we have assumed a factor of 10 increase over 
f(T
WdE), we find an
event rate
rB- = 4 i' Iu N 	 6B- dE = 1 event/yr	 (17)e
fora 1011 ton_ XC6Uatic detector.. (Note: Acoustic detectors can be much more
efficient at ultrahigh energies than optical detectors. 17) However, two
points may be noted regarding this low event rate: 1) It may be possible
that I;j is significantly higher (perhaps _10-' 25
 cm  s-1 sr l GeV-1) due to
e
cosmic.ray production at high redshifts, 18 and -2) No significant signal is
expected otherwise (within the level gi :yen by equation^(17)) unless there is
significant ve +-} vu mixing. Such a significant v  +-& v  mixing is not
supported by present data. 19 Also, owing to the very low probability for
helicity flipping, 20 Ve 4-+ V  oscillations, if they occur, will not
produce a significant left-handed signal (See Brown & Stecker, these
proceedings).
(15)
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An acoustic deep underwater neutrino detector may provide the best
hope for testing for cosmic antimatter by studying the diffuse background .
neutrinos. The practical threshhold for such devices appears to be in
the neighborhood of 103 ,- 104 TeV17 , where the W resonance occurs. For
higher mass resonances B-, the relevant neutrino resonance energy
EB a N and the effective detection volume Veff cc 	 Considering that
the incident flux is expected to be roughly constant up to energies
'1, 2 x 107 TeV, one gains much in looking for higher mass O.lashow
resonances at higher energies. .Acoustic detectors of effective volume
»10 km3 (1010 tons) may be economically feasible and consequently event
rates of ',102 - 104 yr-1 may be attained in time.
III. Looking for Antimatter Signatures in Cosmic point Sources
The asymmetry in the production of charged pions in matter versus
antimatter sources is reflected in cosmic-ray pp and pp interactions as
well as p'y and py interactions. Through the principal decay mode
(equation (3)), this asymmetry is again reflected In a v  - V  asymmetry
and thus in the characteristics of events produced in deep underwater
neutrino detectors. For v-sources, these effects may be measurable at
energies ti 1-10 TeV with optical detectors;Tbe details of this possibility
have been discussed by Learned and Stecker.7
The possibility that p'y and jy in sources 'interactions would
produce significant fluxes of ve 's , detectable through the W resonance,
has been suggested by Berezinsky and Ginzburg (these proceedings) as a
way of looking for cosmic antimatter. Hopefully, this interesting suggestion
will be explored in more detail as our understanding of the nature of
-8-
cosmic-ray production in compact objects increases. The relevant
interactions here would involve 1140  TeV cosmic rays and ultraviolet
photons in sufficient quantities.
Another possible V  - Ve asymmetry which may provide a future test
for cosmic 'antimatter involves lower energy (30-50 MeV) neutrinos
produced dekring the gravitational collapse of astrophysical objects.
Neutrinos from gravitational collapse events are expected to exhibit
signif icant V  - v
e 
asymmetries 21 which can be used to determine
whether the collapsing object consists of matter or antimatter by
separately determintng the fluxes of Va I s and ve I s . However, the
bursts expected from a stellar collapse in a neighboring supercluster
will be 108
 times weaker than the ve burst previously reported 22,
making detection of extragalactic antimatter collapses very difficult
unless the masses involved are on a much larger scale.
IV. Conclusion
Neutrino telescopes can be used to distinguish between matter and
antimatter sources of cosmic neutrinos and thus provide a direct test of
baryon symmetric cosmologies. Perhaps the most promising form of test
may lie in studies of ultrahigh energy photomesom-produced neutrinos
using acoustic detectors. A two stage program is suggested in which the
existence of heavy 0 lishow resonances B is first independently
established.
r^
s
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. No Caption
Fig. 2.	 The cosmic gamma-ray background spectrum predicted for matter-
antimatter annihilation in a baryon symmetric big-bang cosmology
shown together with Apollo 15 (P) and SAS-2 satellite data (shading)
and upper limits from balloon data. A separate X-ray background component
(X) is also shown.
Fig. 3. Cosmic and atmospheric V  fluxes.
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